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panied by significantly reduced ductility. We have assumed that since the projectile would experience multiple explosions, it should not flow plastically from a single explosion. In our preliminary studies of acceleration, we have ignored details of implementation. Instead of including barrel response, we modeled the barrel wall as an unmoving boundary, and magically placed the explosive af3 of the projectile in a half-ring at the barrel circumference ( See Fig 1) We used the explosive properties of Detasheet, which is a PETN-based commercial product that detonates reliably in small sizes, is convenient to use, and has a sufficiently high explosive output. We used a non-ideal air equation of state that was developed for describing strong shocks.
RESULTS FOR 1 g of EXPLOSIVE in Fig I. With the projectile in the position shown, we recorded the pressure history with Lagrange tracer points, which follow the local material motion, that were originally located at 2 mm radial intervals near the tail of the projectile. They are shown as locations A through F in Fig 1. The output from these (computational) gauges records the initial blast wave and the reflected waves from the projectile as well. We show the pressure histories in Fig 2. At the projectile position selected, the peak pressure never exceeds 10 kbar, the nominal strength of the projectile. We felt that this would result in purely elastic deformation of the projectile. Except for a few zones near the pointed tail of the projectile, this was the case. The plastic strain in those near-axis zones may be a numerical rather than a physical result.
Examination of Fig 2 shows significantly more structure than a simple reflected shock. Tracer B is closest to the center of the explosive and shows the earliest amval. Tracer A, although slightly farther away, has higher pressure because of the cylindrical convergence toward the barrel axis of symmetry. The wave at C arrives later because C is farther away than A, and because the pressure at C is lower, with a consequent slower shock speed. The "corner" near tracer point F is the location where the shoulder of the projectile meets the barrel wall. The reflected shock from that corner results in a higher pressure than the initial shock for tracers E, and F.
We integrated the individual pressure histories over space to get the force acting on the projectile. The force history (Fig. 3) shows the significant influence of the corner reflection at about 10 psec. We integrate the force history in time to get the momentum change of the projectile, and divide by the projectile mass (130 g) to get the increment in projectile velocity. (See Fig. 4 .) The small velocity increment (0.07 km/s) means that many stages would be needed to achieve substantial muzzle velocity. About 40 stages would be needed to reach 3 km/s.
In addition, the background gas near the projectile moves with the projectile speed. In typical interior ballistics simulations, there is a uniform velocity gradient. The velocity of the propellant gas is zero at the breech and matches the projectile velocity at the projectile base. We perfoImed a simulation of the same projectile and explosive set-up as before, but with the background gas and projectile moving at 3 km/s. The shock wave moving upstream (toward the breech) is much larger than the one moving downstream (toward the muzzle). We plot the pressure near the barrel wall as a function of axial distance in We used 1 gram of explosive in a ring with semicircular cross-section, as shown If the design is successful, most of the stages will operate on a moving projectile.
Fig 5. We note that the downstream air shock is small, but is moving faster than the upstream shock in the laboratory frame. The lower-pressure air shock results in a much reduced velocity increment from the 1-g charge, to only 0.01 ms. As a consequence, to achieve the same velocity increment at each stage will require a different charge at each stage, with higher velocity stages needing to use larger charge weights.
high-temperature gas, Both the explosive products and the multi-shocked air will be at high temperature. Efficient use of barrel length requires a subsequent stage to operate before the pressure in the products of the preceding stages reduces to zero. We simulated the background gas by using our air equation of state at density 0.2 g/cc and energy density 0.1 MJ/g. This results in a pressure of 1 kbar. If the specific heat were constant, the temperature would have been 1000 K. We used this condition for the projectile and background gas moving at 3 km/s. For this case, the projectile velocity increment was 0.02 k d s . As a consequence, the design is further complicated by the dependence of explosive weight on both the projectile velocity and the state of the background gas.
We also examined the effect of propagating a shock wave into high-pressure,
RESULTS FOR 8 g of EXPLOSIVE
We chose a substantial increase in the explosive weight to demonstrate both the potential increase in velocity per stage, and the potential projectile deformation that results from an overdrlven system. We show the pressure histories at the previous tracer locations in Fig 6. Although the results are qualitatively similar, the peak values are about 10 times the previous values. The peak force and the velocity increment also have the same multiplier. At fixed distance from the charge, then, the velocity increment is approximately linear (1.1 power) with the charge weight.
to plastic strain. (See Fig. 7. ) Although it is possible for a steel projectile to withstand some distortion without in-barrel or out-of-barrel failure, we think that a design based on multiple stages, each of which produces significant distortion, would be intrinsically risky. The change in shape from stage to stage would further complicate the design. In addition, the corner near tracer F (see Fig. 1 ) would show both barrel and projectile distortion. Permanent barrel distortion could be permitted in a one-shot system. Even with a one-shot system, however, permanent distortion for both projectile and barrel in the same vicinity could result in a projectile that no longer fits, which would prevent the device from working even once.
However, this charge weight produces substantial distortion in the projectile due SUMMARY idea for using explosives to accelerate a projectile in stages. A light explosive loading resulted in essentially no projectile deformation. The peak pressure on the barrel is larger than that typically used, but the duration of that peak pressure is less. Further study is required to address the issue of barrel response during the transient loading. By staying below the projectile yield stress, we saw no permanent deformation, and are reasonably confident that the projectile would survive. The velocity increment experienced by the projectile is small. As a consequence, many stages (about 40) would be needed to
We have performed a limited study using computer simulations to examine an achieve 3 M s . Increasing the explosive weight per stage increases the velocity increment per stage, and reduces the required number of stages, but with increasing likelihood of projectile and/or barrel failure. A complication to the engineering of a workable system is that each stage needs a separate analysis (or at least an interpolated analysis). The velocity increment from a given charge depends significantly on the projectile velocity and the background gas density.
There a number of issues that need addressing by a significant research program. A figure of merit for a given stage is the ratio of velocity increment to peak pressure. A high ratio is desirable. Research is needed to address the effect of projectile shape and proximity to the explosive on that figure of merit. Research is needed to address projectile heating by the stagnating air shock and/or penetration of that layer by explosive products. The heating, if substantial, would reduce the maximum permitted pressure because of reduced projectile strength. Research is needed to address the projectile and barrel interaction. Research is needed to address the containment of explosive products so as to avoid distortion near the explosive emplacement that would require either repair or replacement of parts after each firing. Research is needed to address the changes to the programmed detonation sequence that different bullet weights and configurations would require. 
